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HOW YOUR DONATION CHANGES LIVES

Relieving Bettendorf’s baby boom
BirthPlace bursting at the seams
Level II Neonatal Special Care Unit full
Helping sick babies
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an extraordinary difference.
Every day we see and hear how
happy you’ve made the many
care providers and patients
who are benefiting from the
new Heart Center and ED.
Thank you!

These days, Trinity must
rely on philanthropy in a
significant way. Our razor-thin operating margins mean
we need your help to acquire some of the sophisticated
equipment, technology and space that our patients must
have to stay here, in their home area, for their treatment.
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Since opening 12 years ago, Trinity Bettendorf has
responded to the needs of the families, young adults and
retirees who rely on it.
But the area has grown at an accelerated rate that no one
predicted … especially in its birth rate. Simply put, the
Bettendorf corridor is experiencing a baby boom. The
young families who live there – and the children they are
having – need a high-quality hospital to welcome their
bundle of joy.
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They need a larger BirthPlace.
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As you browse the following pages, we hope you’ll fall in
love with the babies who help tell the story, and the health
care providers who care for them.
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Bettendorf baby boom

Oh baby! We need your help!
Trinity Bettendorf BirthPlace needs more space ASAP

Trinity Bettendorf welcomed
fewer than 100 babies into
the world in 2004, the year it
was built. Twelve years later,
thanks to a population hike in
the communities surrounding
Bettendorf, it is on track to
welcome more than 1,000.
The area is growing faster than
the rest of the Quad Cities.
In fact, we have a mini baby
boom on our hands.

Grandpa John cuddles Declan Stork at Trinity Bettendorf BirthPlace.
WINTER 2016 |  trinity matters
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The residents served
by Trinity Bettendorf’s
BirthPlace – 20 to
44-year-olds in the
surrounding communities
– will increase in number by
nearly 10 percent over the
next five years.
That’s nearly five times
higher than the rest of the
Quad-City area.
Because of that growth – and
Trinity’s premier BirthPlace
– Bettendorf’s got a baby
boom.
“Trinity has fulfilled the
community’s need,” says
Robert Pimentel, MD, an

obstetrician who moved
his successful practice to
Trinity in 2015. “But the
population is growing faster
than anyone expected. ”

Baby boom solution

They are coming from as
far away as Clinton, Iowa
and Fulton, Ill., attracted by
dedicated physicians, caring
and committed nurses,
specialized equipment,
a beautiful environment
and the Level II Neonatal
Special Care Unit.

Sometimes BirthPlace
must send a new mom and
baby to another unit in the
hospital. That means nurses
must pack a supply cart
with everything that might
be needed and deliver it to
cardiology or orthopedics.

They are attracted by the
peace of mind Trinity
Bettendorf gives them.

A special Stork delivery!
While the fictional stork figures prominently
in some birth stories, this family’s newest
baby starts with a real Stork. Declan was
born to Stacy and Jude Stork of Davenport
on Thursday, May 14, at 11:07 p.m.
“I’m big brother,” says 2-year-old Easton,
patting his tummy in his mom’s comfortable
room. He’s been helped into his brand new
Big Brother shirt and has climbed up on the
sofa next to mom in the birthing suite at
Trinity Bettendorf. Every detail is considered
to help make each family’s experience
intimate, bond-strengthening and joyful.
“Trinity is great,” Stacy says as she cradles
Declan. “Everyone is so kind and helpful.”
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On busy days – and most days
are busy anymore – rooms are
first come, first served.

In the new unit, two nurses
and a security guard keep
mom and baby safe until
they are ready to go home.
It’s not as well-suited for the

Trinity Bettendorf
BirthPlace
expansion plans

Kylie and Blake George drove from Clinton to have Kobyn at
Trinity. “We heard good things about it,” Blake says. Kylie
nods as she smiles at her new baby. “We love it here!”
family. BirthPlace rooms are
designed to celebrate the
joy of birth. Other hospital
rooms focus on other
specialties.

Trinity has been here for
you and your family since
donors came together to
raise funds to open Moline
Public Hospital in 1898.

“You only experience the
birth of your child once.
There are no do-overs,” Meg
Neal, RN, says. “We need
this space to provide the care
everyone at the BirthPlace
wants to provide.”

Now the families and babies
who depend upon Trinity
Bettendorf need your help.

How you can help
Trinity is your community
hospital. Thanks to support
from people like you, it has
the expert staff, high-tech
equipment and beautiful
space to attract new doctors
and expectant families.
Thanks to you, it can provide
them with the birthing
experience – and expertise –
that we all want for our own
families!

As BirthPlace nurse Rosalie
Halverson, RN, says, “I don’t
care how old you get, you
always remember the day
you had your baby. You’ve
been dreaming of it for
so long. You want it to be
wonderful. And it should be.
We do everything we can to
make sure it is.”
Your gift will make a
difference for generations to
come. Please use the attached
envelope to make your gift.
For more information,
contact Marika Jones at
(309) 764-7610 or marika.
jones@unitypoint.org.

The expanded BirthPlace will
handle our growing
community’s needs for years
to come. Whether mom has a
quick and easy delivery, a
C-section, or needs more
specialized care, the
expanded BirthPlace will
provide the birth experience
that creates lasting memories
for every family.
Triage: The expansion will
create four triage rooms,
each specifically designed
for the inpatient and
outpatient care we deliver
there. We will expand the
number of triage rooms
from two to four.
Post-Partum Suite: We
will expand the number of
rooms from 7 to 16, so
moms and babies will
continue to enjoy the
expert, secure and loving
care that they deserve.
NSCU: One of every eight
babies born in the U.S. is
premature*. The Neonatal
Special Unit is ready to
accommodate these needs
with four private rooms and
four private bays. One
private room is double the
size to accommodate the
growing need to care for
twins.
*National Institutes of Health
WINTER 2016 |  trinity matters
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Quiet please! Low stimulation baby!

Too little, too soon

How you can help the tiniest and most vulnerable among us
Morgan Jacqueline sounds
like a newborn kitten.
Muffled. Muted. Almost
unnoticeable.
Morgan is crying as loud as
she can.
Born overnight, seven weeks
early, Morgan needs help
breathing. Eating. Keeping
warm. Staying alive.

6
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For now, Morgan lives in
a high-tech incubator in
Trinity Bettendorf’s Level II
Neonatal Special Care Unit.
The little bed is designed to
provide access to medical
personnel while providing
optimal temperature
moderation, humidity level
and infection protection.

from breathing and growing.
So her “low-stimulation”
environment features dim
lights, quiet sounds and
“clustered care,” which
means the medical staff try
to do all hands-on care at the
same time.

small syringe into the feeding
tube. Morgan gums a pacifier
for a few seconds as the milk is
delivered to her tummy. It will
be some time before she learns
to suck, swallow and breathe
at the same time. Practice
with a pacifier will help.

Morgan’s mother, Jackie
Morgan continues to fuss after
Wolf, has not yet been able to her feeding, so Revel places
The blanket that is draped
hold her.
her hands on Morgan’s head
over the top of the incubator
and bottom, to “hand swaddle”
Clustered care
looks like any crib blanket.
her. No stroking or rocking.
Morgan won’t settle down
It is made of soft cotton and
Just gentle touch. Morgan
covered with tiny pink, green this morning. Laurie Revel,
finally sleeps.
RN, lifts the blanket and
and blue footprints. But it’s
Behind the scenes
not there to be cute. It’s there places her hands through the
incubator’s portholes.
Three neonatologists and
to block out the light.
two neonatology nurse
She repositions Morgan’s
Morgan – like many babies
practitioners are always on
born too early – cannot easily oxygen nosepiece, changes
call for babies born at Trinity.
her diaper, suctions air from
tolerate much stimulation.
Specially trained nurses staff
Touch, noise and light can all her feeding tube. Finally,
the NSCU around the clock.
cause her to become agitated, she pushes a few drops of
Together, they create a place
pumped breast milk from a
taking needed energy away
of healing and love.
WINTER 2016 |  trinity matters
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“We’ve had as many as six
babies in here at one time,”
Barbara Mundy, RN says
of the tiny room. “Some of
the babies end up staying a
month or more.
This year, approximately
five percent of babies born
at Trinity Bettendorf will
need special care, with some
needing that extra care for as
long as a month. That used to
mean they had to be sent to
Trinity Moline, Iowa City or
Peoria. Today, more can stay
closer to home.
Some of the most advanced
procedures and equipment
wouldn’t necessarily draw a
mother’s notice, but certainly
contribute to their little
ones’ health and wellbeing.
Something as simple as
bedside lab analysis can make
a tremendous difference,
allowing instant adjustments
to oxygen and ventilation.

on her own. She may be
jaundiced and anemic. She
may have an infection. She
may not be able to feed.
Specialized equipment is
critical to her survival. She
needs the incubator, with its
heat and humidity controls.
She needs monitors for her
heart, lungs, oxygen level
and blood pressure. She
needs breathing equipment,
jaundice-fighting equipment
and infection control.

Finally, she needs you. Your
gift helps equip the littlest
Not just small
among us with the support
Extraordinary advancements they need to grow and thrive.
mean that today more than
Mom’s first touch
90 percent of preterm
babies born between 29 and Jackie hopes to hold her new
baby at last. The staff has
36 weeks gestational age
survive. Thirty years ago, that tried to prepare Jackie that
Morgan might not tolerate it,
number was much lower.
but she believes otherwise.
For one thing, a premature
Jackie waits in a recliner
baby is not just small. She
likely cannot maintain body behind a privacy screen
because Morgan – bare but
heat or breathe reliably
8
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for her diaper – will be placed
on Jackie’s bare chest. This
is called “skin-to-skin care,”
or “kangaroo care.” For the
baby, it’s the next best thing
to being inside Mom. It’s
good for Mom, too.
“Skin-to-skin contact helps
bond babies and parents,”
Penny Galvin, RN, says. “It
reduces their stress and
helps them feel the joy of this
birth. It’s worth the time it
takes to do it.”
After a few minutes of
positioning – an arm needs
to be moved, pillows need to
be arranged – Morgan looks
like she has sunk into Jackie.
It’s working. Jackie has tears
streaming down her cheeks.
“Oh, hi, Baby Girl,” Jackie
whispers. “I’ve been waiting
for you.”
“That’s what it’s all about,”
Galvin says.

“They had tubes coming out of everywhere.”

Bettendorf mom recounts
Trinity experience
You can help keep local babies here!

Katherine Boehm,
Bettendorf, remembers the
first time she held her tiny
premature girls “like it was
yesterday.”
Katherine and husband,
Mike, had tried to conceive
for years. When they found
out that she was carrying
twins, they were ecstatic.
Katherine decorated the
nursery and decided to
take it easy for the last few
weeks of her pregnancy. But
relaxing was the last thing
Katherine ended up doing.

WINTER 2016 |  trinity matters
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Katherine went into labor 31
weeks into her pregnancy.
Ella and Grace were born
nine weeks early on March
28, 2007, at Trinity Moline’s
BirthPlace. They weighed
about three pounds each.
“You can’t believe how small
they were,” Katherine says.
“Sometimes the NSCU
seemed chaotic to us, but the
staff always reacted calmly.
They are remarkable.”
Keeping babies close to
mom and home
Back when the twins were
born, Katherine had to drive
to Moline to deliver her
high-risk babies. By 2012,
she could deliver at home
in Bettendorf, knowing
the Neonatal Special Care
Unit with board-certified
neonatologists, neonatal
nurses, respiratory
therapists and other expert
staff members were ready
to assist.

Ella and Grace were born 9 weeks premature in 2007.
Thanks to donors like you, Trinity BirthPlace had the
specialized equipment and expert staff to care for them and
keep them in the Quad Cities … but Trinity Bettendorf is at
capacity now.
“Thanks to our highly
educated staff and state-ofthe-art technology and
equipment, transfers of
preterm and sick babies
outside of the area have
consistently dropped
during the last few years,”
BirthPlace Director Drue
Griffin, RN, MSN says.

“Patients are able to stay right
here, close to family, friends
and work. It’s better for the
babies and their families.”
For more information,
contact Marika Jones at
(309) 764-7610 or marika.
jones@unitypoint.org.

Katherine and Mike Boehm of
Bettendorf had all four of their
children at Trinity BirthPlace.
“You never know if your baby
is going to need special care,”
Katherine says. “Most don’t.
But all four of mine did. I love
that Trinity provides such
excellent care, and that I can
now get it in Bettendorf.”
10
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Your generosity puts the right tools in healing hands

Helping sick babies

After 22 years in medicine,
Dr. Sarah Lentz-Kapua still
chokes up at every birth. It’s
an unparalleled joy, she says,
to welcome a tiny new person
into the world.
Then she gets to work.
Dr. Lentz-Kapua is a highly
skilled neonatologist and
medical director of Trinity’s
Neonatal Special Care
program. When she is present
at a delivery, it’s because the
obstetrics team has called her
in for possible complications.

WINTER 2016 |  trinity matters
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“I went to six deliveries last
week and assisted in four,”
she says of a typical week.
Two of the deliveries
were preterm twins, an
increasingly common
occurrence around the
country, due both to
fertility drugs and to older
moms having babies.
Since twins have a higher
risk of complications, Dr.
Lentz-Kapua gets called in to
all those births.
Babies in distress
“Twins often have
respiratory issues at birth,”
she explains. “They forget to
breathe. They can’t regulate
their body temperatures.”
Dr. Lentz-Kapua says
a typical scenario for a
higher-risk delivery includes
a neonatologist and specially
trained nurse waiting for the
handoff of each twin.
“We place the babies inside
specialized incubators that
are warmed and humidified
to optimal levels,” she says.
“Then we insert breathing
tubes, check vitals and hook
up the monitors.

Specialized incubators open via a top that slides up high
enough to provide access to the babies without having to
move them to an exam table.
Once stable, the babies are
wheeled into the NSCU and
positioned alongside other
specialized incubators,
each providing a healing
environment for its own
precious patient.

more than we absolutely
have to. Sick babies need all
the strength they have just to
grow.”

But the reality is, both the
life-saving equipment and the
space to use it is shockingly
“Having the latest equipment expensive.
“The incubators also
and technology at our
Helping save precious lives
function as transport devices, fingertips is critical when
cutting down on disruption.
The cost of each incubator
we’re helping babies in
The babies stay in them until distress,” Dr. Lentz-Kapua
is a sobering $50,000. But
they are discharged from the says. “We need to work very each incubator helps save
Neonatal Special Care Unit.” fast without stressing them
hundreds of precious new
12
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lives over the course of its
lifespan: an incalculable
benefit.

You give new life … new joy
… new hope

“We have the best job in the
world,” Dr. Lentz-Kapua says.
“Our donors stand alongside
us throughout the birthing
process. We couldn’t do it
without you.”

Compassionate people like
you make all the difference.
“We need help acquiring
From Trinity BirthPlace
new incubators, as well
itself to the equipment inside
as expanding our facility,”
it, your gift supports new life “The kindhearted people of
BirthPlace Director Drue
the Quad Cities help deliver
Griffin, RN, MSN says. “This … new joy … new hope.
every baby at Trinity,” Griffin
is at a time when we are
“When you see the miracle
adds. “You help keep them
seeing not only more births,
of birth, you can’t help but be
warm and safe. What an
but more complications. Our
overjoyed,” Griffin says.
amazing gift. Thank you.”
babies need more special
care, and we need more space And having a chance to help
To help the babies of
and the very latest equipment ensure that new life gets off
Trinity BirthPlace, use the
to a great start is why both
to provide it.”
envelope in this magazine or
providers chose their careers.
contact Marika Jones at (309)
779-7610 or marika.jones@
unitypoint.org.

Meet your OB, NSCU directors
Drue Griffin, RN, MSN
Director, Trinity BirthPlace
A graduate of Trinity’s predecessor school, Moline Public Hospital
School of Nursing, Griffin has been an obstetrics nurse for 35 years.
“I originally planned to work in intensive or cardiac care. But when
I was a student nurse, I picked up an irregular heartbeat on a baby. It
could have been catastrophic if it had gone undetected. My supervisor
wanted me to stay, and so I did. I can’t imagine a better job. I get to see
the miracle of birth!”
Dr. Sarah Lentz-Kapua
Medical Director, Trinity Neonatal Special Care Unit
After medical school at the University of Iowa and a residency in
pediatrics in Hawaii, Dr. Lentz-Kapua served as a colonel in the U.S.
Army for 22 years. She also completed a neonatal-perinatal medicine
fellowship through the University of Hawaii.
“As a young girl, I wanted to be a veterinarian, but I changed my mind.
I love animals, but being a neonatologist is my passion. To welcome a
new little person into the world brings tears to my eyes every time.”
WINTER 2016 |  trinity matters
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TRINITY HEALTH FOUNDATION

2015 Lifetime of
Caring Society
Thank you to the following donors for their generous contributions
throughout the years. They have, over the course of their lifetimes,
displayed a deep and abiding commitment to the health and well-being
of the Quad-Cities. Your leadership, compassion and dedication inspire
us all. Thank you! Please note that the levels below reflect gifts received
as of Oct. 1, 2015. Outstanding pledge amounts are not included.
PRINCIPALS ($500,000+)
ANONYMOUS (1)
DRS. PAULA Y. AND RICHARD A. ARNELL
CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE, P.C.
MURIEL CANTERBURY ESTATE
FRIENDS OF TRINITY
MR. AND MRS. THOMAS MCGOVERN
MISSMAN, INC.
TODD L. AND JANE MEYERS NICHOLSON
IN HONOR OF THEIR PARENTS: WILLIAM &
ROSE ELLEN NICHOLSON, AND ARTHUR
& CONNIE MEYERS
ROSEANN L. POWELL
DR. SANJEEV AND MRS. SANJANA PURI
QUAD CITY OSTEOPATHIC FOUNDATION
MIKE AND SARA THOMS FAMILY
VISIONARIES ($250,000 TO $499,999)
ADVANCED RADIOLOGY, SC
ANONYMOUS (2)
CANNON DESIGN
MR. AND MRS. STANLEY H. AND KAY COIN
WILLIAM R. AND KELLY DAVIS
*WILLIAM AND CONSTANCE MARK
LAWRENCE W. AND MARILYN W. MATTESON
MCLAUGHLIN COMPANIES
PETER J. MCLAUGHLIN
RAY AND JILL MCLAUGHLIN
*HARRIET S. OLSON
QUAD CITY MRI, INC.
*ELAINE K. SAFFIELD
*BEATRICE L. SWANSON
THE MOLINE FOUNDATION
LEADERS ($100,000 TO $249,999)
ANONYMOUS (2)
ALCOA, INC.
DR. V.R. AND MRS. NIRMALA ALLA
ROBERT AND JULIE BLEW
*HENRY H. AND DORATHEA C. BLOHM
GERALD L. BUTTS
DUKE
FIRST MIDWEST BANK
FRANZ “BUD” AND *ESTA HELPENSTELL
*JUSTINE H. HARRIS
KING’S DAUGHTERS THRIFT SHOP
*HAROLD AND FRANCES KRUSE
DR. AJAY LABROO
*JOANNE E. LOUFEK
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*MARION E. MAGNUSON
*ESTATE S. MATSON
GLENN AND KATHLEEN MEDHUS
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
QUAD CITIES CHARITABLE HEALTH TRUST
*ALBERT H. RAUCH
JEFF AND MARY STOLZE
JOHN AND MARILYN TERRY
VISITING NURSES & HOMEMAKERS
ASSOCIATION OF ROCK ISLAND
PHYLLIS WEEKS
WESTERN ILLINOIS
ANESTHESIOLOGISTS, LLC
ROSEMARY E. WOODWARD
GUARDIANS ($75,000 - $99,999)
BIRDIES FOR CHARITY
ROBERT AND DORIS BLACKBURN
JANET AND DENNIS GRIFFIN
HUNT AND DIANE HARRIS FAMILY
FOUNDATION
ROYAL NEIGHBORS OF AMERICA
BLANCHE SCHUTJER
DR. AND MRS. THOMAS J. STOFFEL
TRINITY MEDICAL STAFF
PATRONS ($50,000 – $74,999)
ADVOCATE HEALTH CARE
J. K. BILLMAN, JR., MD
DR. KUMAR BOBBA
BUILD TO SUIT
THE DUNCAN J. CAMERON FAMILY
FOUNDATION
CAROL J. CARLSON
*MARY CLEAVELAND
KELLY GAUL
GOLF CLASSIC
JIM AND CAROL HORSTMANN
MICHAEL HUMES
JUMER’S CASINO AND HOTEL
JUDY AND DON KOLSRUD
DR. AND MRS. ASWARTHA POTHULA
THE SEDONA GROUP
RICHARD AND NANCY SEIDLER
*RALPH SPAULDING
TRINITY GOLF CLASSIC 2013
UNITYPOINT HEALTH CUP 2014
ROBERT AND DOROTHY WHITE
JERRY AND *ELIZABETH WOLFF

ADVOCATES ($25,000 - $49,999)
DR. AND MRS. HELBERT ACOSTA
ANONYMOUS (2)
ADVANCED MEDICAL TRANSPORT OF
CENTRAL ILLINOIS
ROBERT H. AULIFF, JR.
DEBORAH K. BECHT
BECHTEL CHARITABLE TRUSTS
GENE M. BLANC
*DR. NEWELL T. BRAATELIEN
JOANNE FRITTS BROWN
CLEAVELAND INSURANCE GROUP
DR. DAVID AND MRS. REBECCA DEOPERE
DR. JAMES F. DUESMAN
ROBERT ELWOOD
*GERALD H. FALDER, JR.
DR. RONALD D. FRUS
GERE/DISMER ARCHITECTS
HAMMES COMPANY
JAMES. C. HANSON
*ESTATE L. HANSON
THE AMY HELPENSTELL FOUNDATION
JOHN DEERE FOUNDATION
*HELEN JOHNSON
LOWELL N. JOHNSON CHARITABLE
FOUNDATION
JUNIOR SERVICE LEAGUE
JACK AND MARLENE KIMBEL
KJWW ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
DR. KEVIN AND MRS. ANNE KURTH
BILL AND JEANNE LEAVER
DRS. FARAZ MANAZIR AND RADHIKA KOLLA
MAYO FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
DR. PAUL AND MRS. SUSAN MCLOONE
MEL FOSTER COMPANY
METRO MRI CENTER
METROPOLITAN MEDICAL LABORATORY, PLC
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY REGIONAL BLOOD
CENTER
DOROTHY MOBURG
DR. RAO AND MRS. VEDA MOVVA
LINDA E. NEWBORN
NORTHWEST MECHANICAL, INC.
DOUG PALMER
QC RUNNING CLUB, INC.
QUINTILES, INC.
DR. AND MRS. MELVIN RICHARDS
RIVERBOAT DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
ROCK ISLAND COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
ALLIANCE
RUSSELL CONSTRUCTION
*ESTATE S. SEYMOUR
*SUSAN J. SHEPHERD
ST. JUDE MEDICAL CENTER
PATTY AND CRAIG TILLMAN
TRI-CITY BUILDING TRADES COUNCIL
TRI-CITY ELECTRIC CO. OF IOWA
TRINITY BETTENDORF MEDICAL STAFF
VALLEY CONSTRUCTION
VAN KAMPEN FUNDS
HARRY R. WALLNER
JAY AND SUE WILLSHER
VICTORIA WING, J.D.
*DECEASED
BOLD NAMES DENOTE NEW DONORS IN
RECOGNITION LEVELS FOR 2015

Your Trinity news

Don’t miss out!

IMPORTANT UPDATES ON CURRENT TRINITY HAPPENINGS

Trinity earns ‘Top Performer
on Key Quality Measures®’
recognition
Trinity Bettendorf and
Trinity Muscatine have been
recognized as being 2014
Top Performer on Key
Quality Measures® by The
Joint Commission, the
leading accreditor of health
care organizations in the
United States.
The hospitals were recognized
as part of The Joint
Commission’s 2015 annual
report, America’s Hospitals:
Improving Quality and Safety,
for attaining and sustaining
excellence in accountability
measure performance.
Trinity Bettendorf was
recognized for quality care
related to heart attack,
pneumonia, surgical care,
and perinatal care measures,
while Trinity Muscatine
was recognized for quality
care in pneumonia, surgical
care and VTE (venous
thromboembolism) measure
sets. The facilities are two of
1,043 hospitals out of more
than 3,300 eligible hospitals in
the United States to achieve the
2014 Top Performer distinction.
The Top Performer program
recognizes hospitals for
improving performance on
evidence-based interventions
that increase the chances of
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APRIL 14
Stylin’ Against Breast
Cancer
iWireless Center, Moline

healthy outcomes for patients
with certain conditions.
The performance measures
included in the recognition
program including heart attack,
heart failure, pneumonia,
APRIL 23
23
Friends of Trinity
surgical care, children’s
Blossoms and Brunch
asthma, inpatient psychiatric
CASI, Davenport
services, stroke, venous
thromboembolism, perinatal
care, immunization, tobacco
teamwork and dedication
treatment and substance use.
of our entire hospital staff,”
“Delivering the right treatment says Rick Seidler, President &
in the right way at the right
CEO of UnityPoint Health –
time is a cornerstone of
Trinity. “We understand what
high-quality health care,” says matters most to patients is
Mark R. Chassin, MD, FACP,
the quality and safety of the
MPP, MPH, president and
care they receive. We’ve made
CEO, The Joint Commission.
it a top priority to improve
“I commend the efforts of
positive patient outcomes
UnityPoint Health – Trinity for through evidence-based care
their excellent performance
processes.”
on the use of evidence-based
For more information about
interventions.”
the Top Performer program,
“Trinity is proud to be
visit www.jointcommission.
named a Top Performer as it
org/accreditation/top_
recognizes the knowledge,
performers.aspx.

Stylin’ Against Breast Cancer
Runway Fashion Show
April 14, 2016, iWiresless Center, Moline, Ill.
$35 in advance | $40 after April 1st
Reserve seat now, call (309) 764-7610 or
visit www.trinityhealthfoundation.com.
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Golfers have fun; help educate nurses
Unpredictable weather was just another
hazard for the more than 150 golfers who
participated in the 2015 UnityPoint Health
Golf Cup, Friday, Sept. 18 at TPC Deere Run.
Participants raised more than $60,000 –
after expenses – for a new simulation lab
at Trinity College of Nursing and Health
Sciences. The lab will be named to honor the
donation made possible by the event.
From the future nurses and patients who will
benefit from the hands-on, realistic lab your
time and effort helped create, thank you!

UnityPoint Health Cup participants
included, l-r: Greg Lehmann, Dr. Param
Singh, Bobette Patterson, Dan Saskowski

Special thanks go to members of the 2015
golf committee, wonderful volunteers
and indispensable sponsors. They include
SEI, McLaughlin Motors, Southeast
National Bank, The Sedona Group, Metro
MRI, Advanced Radiology, Advanced
Imaging Centers and many other generous
organizations and businesses.
Thank you! See you next year!

Trinity Health Foundation is grateful for the support we
receive from our friends and the community. If you wish to no
longer receive our requests for charitable support, please let
us know by calling (309) 764-7610. You may also contact us by
email at foundation@unitypoint.org, fax at (309) 764-3854 or
in writing. Please allow 4-6 weeks for us to honor your request.

CONTACT US
2121 1st Street A
Moline, IL 61265
309.764.7610

FIND US ONLINE
www.trinityhealthfoundation.com

